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Campaign Game (map-less)
■ Each side has a force pool, dead pool, and a hand of Army Maneuver cards.
■ The campaign to fight over may be a single area, or multiple areas that are fought over one at
a time until it is won, as defined by the specific campaign.
Campaign Turn Sequence
1. Campaign Turn

a) Administer Force Pool- buy replacements.
b) Each side chooses an Army Maneuver Card and reveals it simultaneously.
c) Consult the Battle Maneuver Matrix to see the Battle Scenario.
d) If a battle results, fight it.
e) If neither side has won, proceed with another campaign turn.

Army Maneuver Cards
■ A side's card hand is determined by the campaign scenario played.

• Two each of Observe, Attack, Defend, Flank, Probe and one Rest (11 total)
■ Cards played from the hand do not get returned until a "Rest" card is played.
Battle Matrix

Side B
Side A Observe Attack Defend Flank Probe Rest
Observe 1 1  1 2
Attack M B B A AA
Defend 1 A 1 B  A
Flank  A A M 2 AA
Probe 1 B  2 M 2
Rest 2 BB B BB 2 1

Results:
Color is a Standard Battle with the attacker indicated by the color.
Letter is the side that is at an advantage. Double is extreme advantage.
# = Skirmish only (# is skirmish table to use)
M indicates Meeting Engagement.

D6 Skirmish Type 1
1-4 (1-3) Forage, (4-6) Patrols
5-6 (1-2) Supply Convoy, (3-4) Supply line, (5-6) Blow the bridge

Note: Defender determined by D6 die roll.
D6 Skirmish Type 2
1-3 (1-3) Blow the Bridge, (4-6) Supply Convoy
4-6 No battle or skirmish

Note: Defender is the resting player
■ If a player is resting, he automatically gains7 supply plus any gained from any skirmish fought.
■ A player can decline a battle before any setup occurs but after any event rolls by giving the
opponent one of his VPs.
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Force Pools

■ Units that are destroyed are stored in the Dead Pool.
■ Replacements are picked from the dead pool by SP type or single leader as noted in the
Battle Matrix.

• It costs 3 supply points to gain 1 pull from the dead pool.
• Any replacements can be shuffled into the Force Pool as long as it does not violate the

two 1 SP into a single 2 SP unit or break a 4 SP unit down to any combination of 1 and 2 SP.
Battle Force Composition
■ The side with the advantage gains some bonuses (see battle type for addition advantages)

• The standard amount of chit each pulls from its force pool is 4 + 2d6 /2. (FRU)
• The attacker receives +2 picks.
• For each advantage, the owner can replace 1 pick with one of his choice still in the force pool.

Standard Setup and Scouting Rolls
■ Each side sets up his units as listed for that battle type within his setup zone.
■ Units are setup as 1 block only and face down and are not revealed until seen.

• The side with the higher scouting value gets a +1 scouting DRM.
■ To determine which board edge for each side, both roll D6 + scouting DRM. Higher chooses.
■ One setup round consists of:

1. Each roll D6 and adding their scouting DRM.
2. The winner chooses to setup units equal to unmodified difference between the rolls.

If tied, side that did NOT set up last must set up one unit.
3.  Continue 1-2 until all units have been set up.

■ Note the advantage can change this setup as described by the battle scenario and events.

an order from that zone. It cannot enter enemy ZOC, use leader orders, or battle upon entering.
Victory Points

Post Battle
■ If a side routs the other army, it can pursue.

allows the pursuer to choose the type of unit to kill.
■ Losses after a battle are calculated at 6 per SP. For fractions, roll D6 > remainder for extra loss.

• Minimum Loss: If at least 6 infantry, or 3 cavalry are lost, then at least 1 SP of that type is too.

■ If using the miniatures rules instead of blocks, calculate losses normally as above, but half the
final result. If there is a winner, this result is rounded up and the loser rounds down. If there is no
winner, both round up.

• When calculating cavalry losses, double the its SP loss before doing the any rolls.

■ A side's force pool is composed of Strength Points (SPs) of denominations of 1, 2, and 4.

composition rule of twice as many lower value SPs as the next higher value.
• Counter composition is limited to what is available in that force pool (e.g. can amalgamate

• For the moment, they are all revealed before the 1st turn.
■ Each side gains a scouting value = +1 per cav, ½ per Light infantry

Offmap setup zone
■ If allowed by the battle, units offboard can move 1 hex onboard from their baseline by spending

■ In Standard/Meeting Engagement battles, VPs are captured at the end of its owner's turn.
(e.g. it gets one turn to be able to re-capture it before it counts towards the enemy VP total).

• Roll 1 combat die for each onboard infantry unit. Flags and sabres do not count.
• Roll 1 combat die for each onboard cavalry unit. Sabres count, flags do not.
• For each symbol, 1 block of that type is removed. Sabres can choose infantry or cavalry.
• Owner chooses the sub type (e.g. type of infantry if infantry) unless Sabres count. This

• Remove SPs from those picked to the dead pool. If current denominations is off, then the extra
SP(s) are lost (e.g. picks of 2,2 and losses are 3, both would be lost).
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Advantage
■ The side with the advantage gains points he can spend to help his position.

Note: double this # if double advantage gained and always at least 1 per advantage roll.
Action: AP Cost
Replace 1 picked force chit with on of his choice still in the force pool. 2 AP
Force the other player to setup first. 1 AP
Add (1-3) Two, (4-5) Four, (6) Six to the game length. 2 AP
Choose baseline side 3 AP
Get a free event 2 AP
Purchase River 4 AP

Standard Battle (Attacker/Defender)

otherwise the the die is even  (2,4,6) the attacker gains the event, otherwise the defender does.
• Note events can change battle length, forces etc.

• If the attacker has the advantage, it is 20 plus or minus 5 blocks.
• If the defender has the advantage, it is 25 plus or minus 5 blocks.
• If there is no advantage, it is 25 plus or minus 7 blocks.

which side he will setup in.
• The attacker must setup within 2 of his baseline.
• The defender must setup within 5 of his baseline.

• VP setup restrictions are:
1. One is placed in each zone, not allowed in half zones.
2. They cannot be placed adjacent to any board edge.
3. They cannot be placed in the same horizontal row as any other VP spot.
4. They must be placed in a non-open space if possible.

Note: adjustments can violate all rules except 1 and 5.
• If a VP is held at the beginning of a player turn, he controls it and if the attacker can remove it.
• When a VP is captured by the attacker, the defender must roll 2d6 < Army Rout # or lose.

• If attacker has at least 1 VP, it is a draw.
• If attacker routs the enemy army, the attacker wins (and can pursue).
• Any other result is a draw.

• Roll 2D6. The unmodified difference is the amount of advantage points (APs) he gains.

■ Forces:  Both receive 4 + 2d6/2 (FRU) picks. Attacker gains +2 picks.
■ Events:  Both roll D6. On doubles an event occurs. If a side has advantage, it gains the event,

■ Battle Length: is equal to total of all non-Leader units of both sides (minimum 20).
■ Terrain: Generated by APK Generator:

■ Army Baselines: Unless changed by advantage buys, the winner of a scouting roll determines

■ Victory Points: There are 3 VPs that are deployed on the defender side of the board.
• Unless changed by events, the defender deploys all VPs first. If attacker can
adjust or setup any of these VPs he does so after the defender sets up his.

5. They cannot be placed in a swamp, unfordable/bridgeable stream, or rough hill.

1. On the 1st capture rout # is 10 or more.
2. On the 2nd capture rout # is 8 or more.
3. On the 3rd capture, army routs.

■ Winning:
• If attacker has 0 VPs, defender wins the battle.
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Meeting Engagement

otherwise the the die is even  (2,4,6) the attacker gains the event, otherwise the defender does.
• Note events can change battle length, forces etc.

• There is a 1 in 6 chance of a river.

which side he will setup in.
•  Both must setup on their baseline or the zone behind it.

• Taking scouting rolls, the loser must deploy a VP. Continue until all are deployed.
• VP setup restrictions are:

1. Cannot be on a board edge and not farther than 4 hexes from the owner's baseline.
2. Each must be placed in one each totally in Left, Middle and Right zone.
3. They must be placed in a non-open space if possible.

• When a VP is captured by the attacker, the defender must roll 2d6 < Army Rout # or lose.

• If a side routs, the other wins the battle.

• Any other result is a draw.

Events
■ If an event occurs, roll D6 and apply to the battle

Roll Event
1-2 Courier Captured- Enemy loses 1 command card from total he would normally have.
3 Reinforcements Arrive- Add 1 Line Infantry unit.
4 Advanced Recon- can shift 1 VP 1 hex. It cannot cross center but can violate other rules.
5 Specialists arrive- Can add 1 Light Inf or remove 1 Inf and add 2 Light infantry.
6

British Event
1-2 Courier Captured- Enemy loses 1 command card from total he would normally have.
3 Allied Help- Add 2 Spanish Line infantry units.
4 Advanced Recon- can shift 1 VP 1 hex. It cannot cross center but can violate other rules.
5 Specialists arrive. Can add 1 Light Inf or remove 1 Inf and add 2 Light Infantry.
6

■ Additional forces that are not allies count toward game length and casualties suffered.
■ All additional forces count toward the game length but only exist for this battle.

■ Forces:  Both receive 4 + 2d6/2 (FRU) picks.
■ Events:  Both roll D6. On doubles an event occurs. If a side has advantage, it gains the event,

■ Battle Length: is equal to total of all non-Leader units of both sides (minimum 20).
■ Terrain: Generated by APK Generator:

• th map is 27 plus or minus 3 blocks.

■ Army Baselines: Unless changed by advantage buys, the winner of a scouting roll determines

■ Victory Points: Each gains 3 VPs that are deployed on their side of the board (middle is neither)

4. They cannot be placed in a swamp, unfordable/bridgeable stream, or rough hill.

1. On the 1st capture rout # is 11 or more.
2. On the 2nd capture rout # is 9 or more.
3. On the 3rd capture, army routs.

■ Winning:

• If a side has 0 VPs, other side wins the battle (no pursuit however) if it has at least 1 VP.

Vive L'Empereur ! - add one Old Guard unit.

95th to the front ! - Add one Rifle unit.
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Generic Point costs per Strength Point (SP) NOTE: WIP !
Type France Britain Portugal Notes:
Line inf 4 5 3  
Light inf 5 6 3
Rifle - 6 -
Grenadier 6 6 -
Guard 7 7 - Young/Old or Grenadier Guard
Militia 2 - 2

3 2 2
4 4 -
6 - -
5 4 4
7 6 -

Leader 3 3 3

Simple Campaign- Peninsula War
■ The winner is the 1st to amass 3 Battle Victories. 
■ Each side has a 6 card hand of Army Maneuver Cards: 

Line Infantry: 10x 1 SP, 5x 2 SP  (40,000) 80
Light Cavalry: 4x 1 SP, 1x 2 SP  (12,000) 18
Leaders: 4 12

Line Infantry: 10x 1 SP, 3 x2 SP (32,000) 80
Portuguese Infantry: 4x 1 SP (8000) 8
Light Cavalry: 4x 1 SP, 1x 2 SP (12,000) 12
Leaders: 4 12

■ A side can receive one foot battery (up to 2) for each leader on his initial Force Pool pull.
■ A side can receive one horse battery (max) if they have at least 3 cavalry units present.
Note: Taking artillery is optional, not required.
■ A side with more than 1 leader can trade a leader for 1 random draw from his force pool.

Light cav
Lancer cav
Cuirassier
Heavy cav
Guard cav

Note: units are approx 2000 inf, 1000 cav. Artillery acquired during battle generation.

■ French initial force is composed of: (110 pts)

■ British initial force is composed of: (112 pts)
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Rule Changes
Turn
■ Each player only draws a card to fill his hand at the start of his turn.

• The maximum amount of cards a player can have in his hand is 2 + # of leaders.
Note: Leader losses can affect his card hand and not allow him to draw until he uses another.

Orders
■ Units under an order perform that order before another unit can be ordered.
Melee
■ French line only gets melee bonus (flag counts as kill) if attacking or counter-attacking infantry.

This add at most 1 kill.
Firing

Square
■ A unit can attempt to form square by rolling its melee value or less with D6.
It can subtract one from the roll if a leader is attached.
Ignore command card limitations and square chart.
Task Check (TC)
■ When a unit needs to take a task check, roll D6 <= its melee value to succeed. If a leader is
attached, there is a -1 DRM to this roll.
Movement

■ Enemy ZOC blocks LOS for firing purposes.
■ Units can move through other units if neither is in enemy ZOC. It cannot stop there.
■ Units from off-board can only enter the zone they are off board from and count as 1 order
to do so each (leader cannot assist this move). They may not enter any enemy ZOC on their
move and they cannot battle on the turn they enter.
■ Cavalry that is charged by other cavalry can counter-charge by passing a TC. If they pass
all losses are simultaneous.
Command Cards Live Pile
■ The battle length is set by the number of cards in the live pile.

• Players receive their full complement of command cards before the live pile is created.
• After players have their cards, the number of cards in the live deck is determined by the
battle scenario (usually a total of each sides non-leader units- but cases may vary)
• Cards not in the live pile are used to replenish the hand after using first strike.

■ British get to hit on sabres when firing instead of extra die if not moving. At most 1 extra kill.
■ Artillery fire at square or cavalry also hits on a sabre.

■ Enemy ZOC is strict (e.g. must stop upon entering).
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New Commands
Note: 1. Remove the Out of Supply card- it is not used

2. Ignore the "reshuffle deck" after the Elan card is played.
3. If using Green deck (Generals), remove take command cards.

• An attached leader can order his unit and any 2 other units contiguous to it
to move as one order. They can move as desired one at a time.

• A unit and an adjacent unit not in any enemy ZOC can swap positions as
one order if neither has been ordered this turn. They cannot combat.

• A leader that is attached to a unit can try to call in all adjacent blocks of the same type. 
• The blocks cannot have been ordered this turn.
• It can only attempt to call in a unit that will not make the current unit oversize.
• If it rolls D6 for each eligible unit. It succeeds on 56.

Retreat
■ Unit can retreat through friendly units, but suffer 1 more loss each time until
they enter a hex alone.
■ A unit that retreats into an enemy ZOC suffers another block loss and must
retreat again until it enters a hex alone.
■ Cavalry that is "bounced back" by a square returns to the hex it moved before the melee.

■ Mass Move:

■ Re-Organize

■ Reorganize
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Turn
■ Each player only draws a card to fill his hand at the start of his turn.

• The maximum amount of cards a player can have in his hand is 2 + # of leaders.
Note: Leader losses can affect his card hand and not allow him to draw until he uses another.

Orders
■ Units under an order perform that order before another unit can be ordered.
Square

3x if art) to succeed. -1 to roll if leader present. 6 ALWAYS fails, regardless.
Ignore command card limitations and square chart.
Task Check (TC)
■ Infantry to Square- Roll 1 die per figure. If any horse is rolled, it succeeds.
■ Cavalry Fallback/Reform- Roll 1 die per figure. If any Infantry is rolled, it succeeds.
■ Cavalry Counter-charge- Roll 1 die per figure. If any Horse or Sabre is rolled, it succeeds.
■ If a leader is present, add 2 dice.

Movement

■ Enemy ZOC blocks LOS for firing purposes.
■ Units can move through other units if neither is in enemy ZOC. It cannot stop there.
■ Units from off-board can only enter the zone they are off board from and count as 1 order
to do so each (leader cannot assist this move). They may not enter any enemy ZOC on their
move and they cannot battle on the turn they enter.
■ Cavalry that is charged by other cavalry can counter-charge by passing a TC. If they pass
all losses are simultaneous.
Command Cards Live Pile
■ The battle length is set by the number of cards in the live pile.

• Players receive their full complement of command cards before the live pile is created.
• After players have their cards, the number of cards in the live deck is determined by the
battle scenario (usually a total of each sides non-leader units- but cases may vary)
• Cards not in the live pile are used to replenish the hand after using first strike.

Command Card Changes

■ Force March- Note infantry can only fire if they move, not melee unless starting adjacent.
■ Bayonet Charge- Note can only move 1 hex and melee (not 2).
New Commands

Note: 1. Remove the Out of Supply card- it is not used
2. Ignore the "reshuffle deck" after the Elan card is played.
3. If using Green deck (Generals), remove take command cards.

• An attached leader can order his unit and any 2 other units contiguous to it
to move as one order. They can move as desired one at a time.

• A unit and an adjacent unit not in any enemy ZOC can swap positions as
one order if neither has been ordered this turn. They cannot combat.

Units
■ Units are composed of figures on bases. Infantry = 6, Cavalry 3, Artillery 2, Leader 1.

• When a unit takes a hit,  it removes a figure.

■ A unit can attempt to form square by rolling a Task Check (TC). D6 < # figures (2x if cav,

■ Enemy ZOC is strict (e.g. must stop upon entering).

■ Rally is 6 dice. Sabres are choice.

■ Mass Move:

■ Re-Organize
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Firing Range
Type 1 2 3 4-5 Notes:
Infantry 3 Dice 3 Dice - - # Dice is = # figures If < 3
Artillery 3 Dice 2 Dice 1 Die +1* 1 Die # Dice is per gun
# of dice total modifiers

* Not horse artillery
Moving Firer  -2 (Horse Artillery -1)
Target in Soft Cover  -1
Target in Hard Cover -2 (adjacent -1)
Target is square  +1
Artillery vs Cavalry  +1

Melee

• Cavalry has priorities for melee based on what is in its ZOC at moment of melee:
1. It must melee any cavalry first
2. It must melee any infantry in square

3. It can melee any of choice
• A unit is square melees at 1 die vs cavalry (as does any attacking cavalry) but as 2 dice if
vs an infantry unit. If only 1 figure left, it only uses 1 die.

Type Dice for melee
Infantry
Artillery

1 die per figure + 2 if vs infantry/guns. Sabre hits if non-square

If it passes, both sides inflict casualties simultaneously. If it fails, it fights back as per normal.
Retreat
■ Unit can retreat through friendly units, but suffer 1 more loss each time until
they enter a hex alone.
■ A unit that retreats into an enemy ZOC suffers another block loss and must
retreat again until it enters a hex alone.
■ Cavalry that is "bounced back" by a square returns to the hex it moved before the melee.

Volley capable (non-moving)  +1  (e.g. British)

Rifles- hit on sabre as well.

■ Unless stated on card (e.g. bayonet charge), a non-cavalry unit can only melee if he starts
adjacent to the hex we wants to melee.  Bayonet charge is 1 hex max if meleeing.

■ Unless cavalry counter-charge or square vs cavalry, attacker goes 1st.

1 die per figure. Column attack +1 die to total (e.g. French)
2  die per figure. Can only use in defense (e.g. fight back)

Light Cav
Heavy Cav 1 dice per figure and +2 vs infantry/guns. Hit on sabres

Note: Sabres do not hit unless listed as exception above.
■ Cavalry can attempt to react if being meleed by infantry by passing a TC -2. Can retreat up to

2 hexes away. Failure = fights normally (e.g. fight back if not forced to retreat)
■ Cavalry can attempt to react if being meleed by cavalry by counter-charging by passing a TC.
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1. Draw Card
2. Total up all orders listed for Left/Right/Center. If "deck" then roll 4 dice to activate 
those types. Flag = nothing, Sabre = Choice.
3. This is the # of stacks you can order. Stack must be declared before rolling for orders.

Forces
■ Forces are individual blocks (infantry, cavalry, gun).
Command Deck

Orders
■ Select a hex with units that have not been activated this turn and roll 3 dice. Based on the

•  If a leader is attached, or a specialist is in the stack rolls 4 dice, but can choose only 3.
Unit Type Man Horse Gun Sabre Flag Max MP

Inf* 1 MP or FP None 4
LC 1 MP 2 MP 1 MP 1 MP None 6
HC 1 MP 2 MP None 1 MP None 5

ART 1 MP None 1 FP 1 FP None 3
Wagon 1 MP 1 MP None None None 3
Leader 1 MP 2 MP 1 MP 2 MP None 6

Notes:

* If 2 Man or 2 Horse are rolled, gain 3 MP instead of 2.
Stacking and Movement

•  An unmanned gun has no ZOC. If entered by an enemy it can be spiked (removed) by 
spending an MP or left to be manned by any infantry unit.

■ Up to 3 blocks can occupy a hex. 
•  One wagon counts as 3 blocks.
•  A gun counts as 2 blocks if it is manned. Zero if not.

■ It costs one activation to move a unit from the board and. It can enter and do nothing else.
It cannot enter an enemy  ZOC.

Terrain
Woods 2 MP
Uphill 2 MP
Building 2 MP
Fence

Other terrain if started move adjacent.
Ford 2 MP
Bridge (as road)
Road +1 MP (+2 if cavalry) if all move starts and follows road.
Melee 1 + Cost Other terrain.
Leave ZOC
Man Gun 1. It does not cost anything to unman a gun (and move as infantry)

Task Check

CnC Skirmish Turn

■ Use Blue deck. Remove all non-standard commands (e.g. ones without Right/Center/Flank).

roll, they will gain MPs and Firepower (FP). A block can be ordered only once per turn.

1 MP2 1 MP1 1 FP3

1 Can trade one for 1 FP. Extra Cavalry counts as 1 FP only. 
2 Can trade two for 1 FP.
3 Can trade 2 FP for 1 MP.

■ ZOC is strict. Retreating through them or an overstacked hex costs 1 block.

■ Stacks can move through other stacks, but cannot stop and overstack. If forced back and
overstacked, it loses 1 block and continues to retreat.

Movement Cost (MPs)

1 MP + Other terrain in hex if crossing over hexside.

1 + OT. Only counts when leaving enemy ZOC not meleeing
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Line of Sight
■ Units cannot fire through other units (guns alone in a hex exempted). 
Firing
■ Infantry range is 2. Artillery range is 5.

•  Firing can occur when adjacent to an enemy stack as well.
•  Guns must be crewed with an infantry unit to be able to fire.

■ Only 1 stack can fire out of a hex during per turn and must bundle their FP into one roll.
•  if infantry and gun are in the same hex, either the guns can fire themselves up to range 5
OR with another infantry block up to range 2.

■ A stack has as many firepower (FP) as orders it rolled and rolls its FP in dice.
•  A unit cannot move after firing. If the unit moves before it fires, it loses 1 FP.

Firepower Modifiers
Target is 3 or more blocks +1
Target is in Soft Cover or Uphill   -1
Target is in Hard Cover  -1  and can ignore 1 rolled flag. One hit is converted to a flag.
Firer Moved before firing  -1
An elite unit or gun that hits increases its final FP by 1.
Note: A FP of zero can only result in a flag. A FP less than zero counts as nothing.

■ Wagons count as Horse or Sabre symbol to hit.
■ Guns are immune to hits- their manning infantry is not.

•  A gun crew hit by artillery rolls 1 die if crew hit. On an artillery it is broken, else abandoned.
Melee
■ To enter melee, the cavalry/infantry unit must be able to pay the MP cost plus1.

• If the attackers win, the stack (or any portion of it) may occupy the hex.
■ A stack has as much FP as units in the stack.

•  Elite units have their total FP increased by 1.
•  All Cavalry vs Infantry are total FP +1. Heavy Cavalry are total FP +2.
•  A Gun has a defending melee value of 2 if manned.
•  The attacker rolls as in basic game (symbols count). If attacker is not dead or retreated,
he can attack back.

■ If due to modifiers a side has 0 or less dice, roll 1 die and only a flag can occur.
# of dice modifiers:

Target is uphill  -1
Target is in ford/on bridge  +1
Cavalry in woods/buildings (both attacking and defending) -1

■ If a leader is attached or cavalry is attacking open ground (fences are open ground) and they
occupy the enemy hex, they get an advance move of 3 dice (4 if leader, can choose 3).

after any casualties have been inflicted).
Casualties
■ The firer chooses casualties from the stack taking the hits.
■ If a leader is in a hex that takes a hit, he must roll to see if he is hit.

Retreats

■ When called for, roll D6. On 456 it succeeds. Use modifier if listed (e.g. TC1 = 56 succeeds).

•  A unit cannot move and fire if it must cease moving when entering hex (e.g. woods, ford)

Target is in cover   -1 (note fence, entrenchment only count if passing over hexside)

■ Cavalry meleed by infantry can either attempt to fall back 2 hexes by passing a TC or fight
a simultaneous battle. If they choose to try the TC, if they fail they can only fight back (e.g. 

• If in melee, roll 1 die. If sabre, he is hit.
• If by fire, roll 2 dice. If both are sabre, he is hit.
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■ Retreat direction is indicated by the scenario (usually back toward the baseline).
• If the board is long-wise, it must be one of the 2 hexes behind it.
• If the board is short-edge wise, it must be one of the 3 hexes behind it.

■ If a gun is forced to retreat, it is left behind. If any enemy unit occupies that hex, it can 
choose to spike (remove) the gun if desired. Note it can be manned by infantry and fired.

Skirmish Scenarios
Forage
■ The baselines are the short edges.
■ The turn length is one deck (48 cards).
■ There is a 1 in 6 chance of a stream straddling the center to the long sides.

• At most 3 per zone and not in a partial zone.

• They must be setup in non-open if possible and not in blocking terrain (rough hill, etc.)
■ Forces for both sides are 4 + 3d6 infantry for each,

the baseline by using an activation BEFORE any onboard activation. It cannot enter any hex
that is in an enemy ZOC. It cannot combat the turn it enters.

■ Discard the maneuver card for whichever side loses:

is the loser. Note the die roll cannot be increased above 6.

Meeting of Patrols
■ The baselines are the short edges. A wandering road from edge to edge would be optimal.
■ The turn length is 24 cards.
■ Setup 3 VP locations in the center zone. 

• They cannot be on a board edge.
• They must be setup in non-open if possible and not in blocking terrain (rough hill, etc.)

■ Forces are 4 + 2d6 Light Cavalry for both.

• This hex and its adjacent ones are then entry/exit point. The only movement to/from the
board can occur from these 3 hexes.

the one of the entry point hexes by using an activation BEFORE any onboard activation.
It cannot enter any hex that is in an enemy ZOC. It cannot combat the turn it enters.

• They must be carried by at least 1 block off the map (at the exit point) to count.
• The stack carrying the VP drops it in its current hex if it retreats or takes a loss.

■ Each side gains 3 supply points for each VP escorted off the table before the game ends.
■ The losing side (in VP) discards its Maneuver card. If tied, both lose their maneuver card.
Securing Supply Line
■ The baselines are the short edges.

• It if enters an enemy ZOC or overstacked hex, it loses another block and continues retreat.

■ Setup 9 VP locations. Both D6 roll, highest places 1st, alternating setup location:

• They cannot in the same hexrow or adjacent to another VP.

■ Both roll D6. Highest chooses side and set up first on his baseline. Loser moves 1st.
■ At most 1 stack can be setup at start. The rest are offboard. One can be moved onboard to

■ VPs are considered controlled at the end of a player's turn.
■ Each side gains supply points equal to the VPs it has at game's end.

• A side loses if its opponent has 2 or more times VPs than the other.
• If the above is not the case, both roll D6. The side with more VPs adds +1. The lower roller

• If tied VPs or the roll above is tied, both lose their maneuver card.

• They cannot in the same hexrow or adjacent to another VP.

■ Both roll D6. Highest chooses side and set up first on his baseline. Loser moves 1st.

■ At most 1 stack can be setup at start. The rest are offboard and can be moved onboard to

■ VPs are considered controlled at the end of a player's turn.
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■ The turn length is 48 cards.
■ The board is a road down the middle to each short edge. A stream runs across the middle
fold to the long edges. A bridge is in the middle, and 2 fords on either side, at least 2 hexes
from the bridge.
■ There are 3 VP locations- the bridge and the 2 fords.
■ Forces for each are 1 Gun, 4 + 2d6 Infantry, 2d6 /2 Light Cavalry (FRU)

■ The winner in VP gains 6 supply points. The loser must discard his maneuver card.

Supply Convoy Escort NOTE WIP !
■ The baselines are the short edges.

■ Forces for the escort are 2 wagons, 4 + 2d6 infantry, 2d6 /2 (FRU) Light Cavalry.
• The wagons setup on the road adjacent to each other and move as unit.
• Escort forces setup within 3 hexes of the road hex.
• Escort forces can setup off board, but can only enter on the road or the 2 hexes adjacent.
• Retreat is towards the entry road hex edge.

■ Forces for the attacking player are 8 groups of 2 infantry each.

their turn by spending an activation.
• Forces entering cannot enter adjacent to any enemy ZOC and cannot battle this turn.

• Retreat is toward the nearest long board edge.
■  For each wagon exited off the table edge gives the player 3 supply points.

• Each wagon destroyed costs the escorting player up to 3 of his supply points (if he has 
any) which are given to the other side.
• Note that wagons cannot be attacked melee if the attacker is in an an enemy ZOC. In
addition, they cannot be fired at if any enemy unit is at the same or closer range to the firer.

Blow the Bridge NOTE WIP !
■ The baselines are the short edges.

■ Both roll D6. Highest chooses side and set up first on his baseline. Loser moves 1st.

■ The turn length is one deck (48 cards). The escorting player moves 1st.
■ The board requires a road from edge to edge. If no markers assume its the middle hexrow.

• Forces are setup offboard and can enter any of the 8 zones (folds) in the board during 

• If it has no forces offboard, it can choose to use an activation a turn to attempt to get more
by rolling a die. If it comes up infantry, it gains another 2 infantry offboard.
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• There is a stream that straddles the flank line nearest the attacker. It has a bridge in the
middle and a ford on either side, not closer than 2 hexes to the bridge.
• There are two 3 hex redoubts directly adjacent to the each of the fords, on the defending
side of the board.
• There is a village of 3 hexes that is adjacent to one side of the road and no closer than 2
hexes to the redoubt.
• There is a camp of 3 hexes that is on the other side of the road no closer than 2 hexes to 
the redoubt there.

■ Defender forces are 6 stacks of 3 infantry which are setup in the village and camp, and 
a gun in each redoubt.
• Defending units only get 2 command dice.
• The number of stacks that can be activated in town/camp is limited to the amount of

be two stacks of 1). A hex in a town/camp can only be activated once per turn. The number 
of blocks that can be activated are rolled for individually with 1 die. If they roll an infantry
symbol, they can exit the town/camp as their only move.
• The number of stacks outside the camp/town are activated normally (but use 2 command 
dice).

baseline hex they will enter from.

• Attacking forces on the bridge at the start of the turn can use an activation to lay charges.

Note: at most 2 charges can be lain in a single turn.
■ When the attacking player achieves 4 charges,  the bridge is blown and he has won.

• If he has not blown the bridge, if he rolls D6 <= the # of charges on it the result is a draw
otherwise it is a loss.

■ If the defender loses, he loses 6 supply and discards his maneuver card.
■ If the attacker loses, he discards his maneuver card.
■ If a draw, both discard their maneuver cards.

■ The turn length is one deck (24 cards). The attacking player moves 1st.
■ The board requires a road from edge to edge. If no markers assume its the middle hexrow.

non-zero orders of the command card (e.g. a 2 0 0 card would be 1 stack of 2, a 1 0 1 would

■ Attacking forces are 4 stacks of 3 infantry each that must setup offboard adjacent to the

• On the 1st turn do not draw a command card. Each stack enters as if ordered. If no MP is
rolled, they move onto the board with a minumum move.

They roll dice = the number in the stack. For each sabre rolled, a charge is placed.
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